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If you are looking for jewelry as the perfect gift for your girlfriend, wife, sister or friend,

you have a lot to consider. After all, jewelry is a personal gift, and you can’t give her just

any piece of jewelry. Instead, you’ll need to put a lot of thought into it to ensure that you

give her a piece that she will love and wear for years.

If you know you want to buy her jewelry but aren’t sure how to go forward, our holiday

gift guide will help you find the best gifts.

Buying the Perfect Gift for Your Special Someone

Gift buying is an art; when you get that perfect gift, the recipient will remember it forever.

And jewelry tops the list of great gifts because of all the options associated with it. For

instance, you can give timeless pieces; you can customize jewelry to make it even more

personal; you can purchase matching sets for friends or family; you can give permanent

jewelry; and more.

Even better is the fact that a gift of jewelry will last for years as long as it’s properly cared

for. And if you want to take your holiday jewelry gift to the next level? Include the first

year of jewelry insurance if you plan to give a piece of high-end jewelry.

5 Holiday Jewelry Gift Ideas

While giving jewelry is personal because people have their own style, some traditional

jewelry gifts appeal to everyone. You can make the gift special by keeping in mind the

recipient’s style and how they like to wear their jewelry.

Here are some unique gift ideas that will warm her heart during the holiday season.

1. Earrings

If you’re looking for holiday gifts for her where you can get a little crazy, earrings are a

great choice. Earrings are an ideal gift for people who like to express themselves in

creative and unique ways. For instance, you can give an ear cuff or wrap perfectly sized
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hoops for the woman who loves the simplicity of thin gold. On the other hand, if she is

more conservative in her dress, think about small diamonds or pearl earrings.

2. Rings

When it comes to jewelry gifts, rings are in a special category of their own. Whether you

are surprising her with a holiday proposal and an engagement ring or want to give her a

ring that fits her everyday style, a ring will please even the most discerning woman in

your life.

You will have many options when it comes to rings. You can give a unique custom ring

that draws attention, or you can buy an understated ring that looks expensive and classy.

You will find many different price points when buying a ring.

3. Necklaces

Giving her a necklace is a great choice because this type of jewelry gives her a chance

to stand out in the crowd. You can give her a statement piece that draws attention or you

can opt for an understated piece that is adorned with a single gem. You can also give a

more traditional necklace such as a band of pearls or a long gold or silver chain.

4. Watches

If you want to give a jewelry gift that combines beauty and practicality, a watch is a great

choice. And you won’t be limited by only a few styles. You can opt for a classic watch

with a thin gold band and understated face, or a unique watch that shows personality, or

even go more modern and get an apple watch.

Price is a factor with a watch gift, as well. You can choose an inexpensive watch or opt

for a high-end watch. Either way, ensure that you choose one that fits her style and

personality.

5. Bracelets

Another great jewelry gift is a bracelet. Because these pieces of jewelry come in so many

styles and colors, your choices are seemingly endless. You can give her a simple gold

bracelet, or you can opt for a colorful bracelet made of various materials. Another great

gift for her is a permanent bracelet. She will think of you every time she feels the gold

touch her wrist.

How to Pick the Right Piece of Jewelry

As wonderful as gift jewelry is, if you select a piece that doesn’t go with her style, she may

not wear it often. Here are some things you can do to ensure that you choose the right
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piece for her.

Consider Her Style Preferences

Every woman has a style of her own, and that style extends to her jewelry. Pay attention

to the jewelry that she wears. Does she prefer gold or silver, maybe rose gold? Does she

wear pieces with diamonds or does she prefer colored stones? Is her favorite jewelry

made up of large, showy pieces, or does she prefer smaller, understated pieces? Does

she view jewelry as an investment or does she prefer inexpensive jewelry that she can

change often?

The type of jewelry she wears now will give you insight into her style – and you can use

that to select the ideal jewelry piece for her.

Take into Account Her Lifestyle

Her lifestyle should also take a front seat when selecting jewelry for her. For instance,

does she like to wear her jewelry 24/7 or does she take it off every night? Does she work

in a creative atmosphere where she can wear unique pieces, or does she work in an office

where she needs to wear more modest pieces? Is she active? If so, you may not want to

give her a dangly bracelet or necklace that will get in the way while she's working.

Think Beyond Rings

Although rings make an excellent holiday jewelry gift in many circumstances, there are

some instances when it’s best to avoid them and think about a different type of jewelry.

For instance, if you’re dating her and are not ready to make a commitment, a ring would

not be an appropriate jewelry gift because it could too easily be associated with a

wedding ring.

Don’t Break the Bank

It can be tempting to buy her the most expensive piece of jewelry in the showcase, but

before you do that, think about your budget. If you keep the other tips in mind and select

a piece of jewelry that fits her style and life, you can get away with a less expensive

piece. By shopping around, you can find budget-friendly options that she will find

stunning.

Consult with Jewelers

If you’re not certain about what type of jewelry to buy for her, it’s a good idea to meet

with a few jewelers and talk to them about your choices. When you meet with them, ask

about their bestsellers, which may inspire some ideas for your gift. If she has a jeweler,
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speak to them about her past preferences and that may lead you to a better idea of what

she would love for this gift.

Select the Perfect Holiday Jewelry Gift for Her

Giving jewelry as gifts is a great way to let her know that you love and appreciate her. But

it’s important to understand what type of jewelry she loves and what jewelry will fit into

her lifestyle. Don’t forget to speak to jewelers if you aren’t sure how to select the perfect

gift. And if you choose a high-end piece, be sure to insure the jewelry to ensure that it’s

replaced if it’s lost, damaged or stolen.
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